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Abstract

Road traffic information helps a driver in selecting an appropriate route to the travel destination by avoiding
congested road segments. A vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) offers an alternative approach to collect road traffic
information without a wired infrastructure and centralized storage. This paper proposes the road traffic collecting
(RTC) protocol to gather road traffic information in a VANET on city roads. The key protocol operation is the query
dissemination that steers a query message over a set of predefined routes towards the destination location. To collect
road traffic information, nodes participating in the query dissemination include their own velocity to the query
message so that congestion information on different positions of road segments is gathered. A node nearest to the
destination that receives the query message returns the query reply containing road traffic information of the forward
route back to the source. Unlike existing broadcasting and geocasting protocols, our proposed protocol uses the
message exchange pattern that increases the reliability of query delivery under a collision channel. The simulation on
a large network with high vehicle densities and simultaneous query sessions is conducted to evaluate the protocol
performance in terms of the percentage of road segment coverage and the query response time under the presence
of MAC layer collisions. The results show that RTC can collect 100 % of road traffic information over a set of predefined
routes under a few number of parallel query sessions while an existing protocol that mainly uses a broadcast message
can achieve only 40–70 %. For a large number of query sessions, RTC achieves 65–80 % of target road segments
depending on the vehicle density with the average query time bounded to a few seconds.
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1 Introduction
Providing road traffic information to drivers can help
improve the traffic flow and reduce the traveling time.
For example, a driver can choose a less congested route
to the destination or avoid routes with an accident. Cur-
rently, road traffic information is primarily collected by
fixed traffic sensors such as inductive loop detectors and
electromagnetic detection systems [1, 2] or by estimat-
ing from location data in on-board mobile phones [3].
The gathered data is then relayed to a central server via
a cellular network or a wired network infrastructure for
later user access. However, installed road sensors may not
cover an area of interest due to cost and installation con-
straints. These approaches also require that each road
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sensor or mobile phone has the Internet connection to
relay collected traffic information to the central server.
A vehicle ad hoc network (VANET) is a wireless ad

hoc network formed by vehicles, allowing data exchanges
among nodes in a multi-hop fashion without the assis-
tance of a wired infrastructure. One or more nodes con-
necting to a wired network infrastructure can act as a
gateway for the rest. A majority of VANET applications
stems from an intelligent transportation system for safety
and road traffic management. Safety applications aim to
avoid the chance of accidents by disseminating warning
information such as accidents or hazardous road condi-
tions to a large number of vehicles. Road traffic man-
agement applications are used to improve traffic flow
and provide traffic information to drivers to reduce the
traveling time. For example, a user may query for road
traffic conditions by enquiring nodes in relevant road
segments to decide on a route with the lowest traveling
time.
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Safety applications in a VANET rely on broadcast-
ing to disseminate information such as a warning
message from a single vehicle to others within a lim-
ited distance from the source node [4–8]. Alternatively,
the source node can use geocasting, which is simi-
lar to broadcast routing except that receiving nodes
and/or forwarding nodes are confined to a specific
region [9, 10].
This paper considers the problem of collecting road

traffic information in a VANET whereby a source node
acquires traffic congestion information along several
routes to a given destination, possibly to aid the route nav-
igation decision. Broadcasting and geocasting techniques
are designed to disseminate information to all nodes in a
given area. In collecting road traffic information, a query
message must be disseminated over routes of interest and
traffic information is cumulatively added to the query
message to be later returned to the source. Such query dis-
semination requires reliable delivery, and amechanism for
intermediate nodes to return the queried information to
the source is needed. In a realistic scenario, the reception
of broadcast messages suffers from collisions caused by
the hidden node problem, and the proportion of delivery
failures can become significant with an increasing amount
of interfering traffic. Therefore, existing broadcasting and
geocasting protocols must be extended to collect road
traffic information with a better reliable message delivery
mechanism.
The research contributions of this paper are twofold.

First, we propose a road traffic collecting protocol where
a source node disseminates a query message into the
network to determine road traffic information along pre-
defined routes towards the destination location. The
protocol extends upon existing broadcasting and geo-
casting protocols in the literature to provide a more
reliable query delivery under a collision channel, the
critical issue which has not been seriously accounted
for in previous works. The proposed protocol also
has a mechanism to handle the query dissemination
over intersections and to steer a query message along
the predefined routes. Second, the performance eval-
uation of our proposed work is extensively evaluated
under a large-scale network with multiple query ses-
sions where traffic of different users can collide and
with node mobility. Under such circumstances, our pro-
tocol shows superior results compared to an exist-
ing work in terms of the percentage of road segment
coverage at the expense of higher number of transmis-
sions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

existing VANET broadcasting and geocasting protocols
are reviewed. Their limitations and issues when being
used for collecting road traffic information are dis-
cussed. In Section 3, we propose the protocol for query

dissemination to gather road traffic information over road
segments of interest in a VANET. The performance eval-
uation of the proposed protocol with simulation in a
large and dense network with multiple query sessions
is presented in Section 4. The conclusion is offered in
Section 5.

2 Related work
In this section, existing broadcasting and geocasting pro-
tocols in a VANET are reviewed. Then, we discuss their
limitations and issues when applying them to road traffic
collection.

2.1 Broadcasting protocols
In a VANET, a broadcasting protocol is designed to dis-
seminate information such as a warning message of acci-
dents or critical events to other nodes around the source
node. One key design aspect of broadcasting protocols
is the selection of the rebroadcast node. Most VANET
broadcasting protocols attempt to select the rebroadcast
node farthest from the current node to rebroadcast. One
approach is the current node sending out a probe packet
to choose the next rebroadcast node, which requires
four broadcast transmissions per hop [4, 5]. The four
broadcast messages include (i) the probe packet, (ii) the
response to the probe packet, (iii) the data message, and
(iv) the acknowledgement of the data message. In urban
multi-hop broadcast (UMB) [4], upon receiving the probe
packet, each node sends a jamming signal whose dura-
tion is proportional to its distance to the current node.
The jamming signal from the farthest node thus lasts
the longest and only its responding message gets to the
current node. The current node then broadcasts a data
message that includes the selected node id. The problem
is that the jamming signal unnecessarily causes interfer-
ence that definitely reduces an already limited wireless
channel capacity. In addition, the responding delay can be
high because of the waiting time for the longest jamming
signal to finish. Smart broadcast (SB) [5] and efficient
directional broadcast (EDB) [6] reduce the responding
delay by making the farthest node respond to the probe
packet first. Basically, each node postpones its response
to the probe packet by the amount of time inversely pro-
portional to its distance from the sender. In SB, a road
segment is divided into sectors and each node uses the
number of sectors from the current node to compute
the waiting time before responding to the probe packet.
EDB uses only the distance from the current broad-
cast node to compute the waiting delay. The combined
technique of UMB and SB is proposed in time-slotted
multi-hop transmission (TSM) [11]. In TSM, a road seg-
ment is divided into sectors and each sector selects the
leader node by using information from periodic beacon
messages. Only the leader node can be a relay node.
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The jamming signal is used to prevent an interference of
periodic beacons.
The selection of rebroadcast nodes can be performed

in a distributed manner, in which case only one trans-
mission is required per broadcasting hop [7, 8, 12, 13].
When two ormore nodes attempt to rebroadcast the same
message, they cancel their pending rebroadcast sched-
ules if the message has been broadcast by another node.
In weighted p-persistence protocol [7], each node waits
a certain time period and rebroadcasts a message with
probability proportional to the distance from the cur-
rent broadcast node and how many times it has received
that same broadcast message. The network density and
node speed are used by irresponsible forwarding (IF) [8]
and speed adaptive probabilistic broadcast (SAB) [13] to
adjust the rebroadcast probability, respectively. Particu-
larly, a node is less likely to rebroadcast under a dense
network [8] or if it is not moving fast [13]. In slotted 1-
persistence protocol [7], each node calculates the waiting
time based on the distance from the sender, the num-
ber of slots in the communication range, and the slot
size such that a node in a closer slot to the sender waits
longer. In distributed optimized time (DOT) [12], each
node maintains a one-hop neighbor position table con-
structed by using periodic beaconmessages received from
its neighbors. When a node receives a broadcast message,
it computes the waiting time before rebroadcasting based
on its distance from the sender compared to those of its
neighbors.

2.2 Geocasting protocols
Geocasting is similar to broadcasting except that it defines
an area of target receiving vehicles as well as forwarding
vehicles. For example, an alert message for an accident
should be propagated only in the proximity of the acci-
dent location. Inter-vehicular geocast protocol (IVG) [9] is
designed to disseminate an alert or warning message from
a crashed vehicle to vehicles in zone of relevance (ZoR),
which is defined by a vehicle position and a movement
direction. In other words, only a vehicle moving forward
to the crashed vehicle is a target of the warning message.
The next node selection criteria to geocast are based on
the distance similar to EDB [6].
In addition to ZoR, the concept of zone of forward-

ing (ZoF) is defined in [10] to handle the case when
the geocast source itself is in the ZoR. A ZoF defines
an area in which vehicles are eligible to participate in
message forwarding. Distributed robust geocast protocol
(DRG) is proposed to route a geocast message over ZoF
to ZoR with the waiting delay similar to EDB [6] except
that a node repeats its broadcast if it does not hear the
next rebroadcast. Both PREemptive algorithm for DAta
Transmission (PREDAT) [14] and Data dissemination
pRotocol In VEhicular networks (DRIVE) [15] define a

so-called sweet spot area around the current sender such
that nodes within the sweet spot have a shorter wait-
ing time before rebroadcasting than those not in the
sweet spot. PREDAT uses a periodic beacon to inform
the broadcast sender that the sender message has been
received. In case of a disconnected network, a node
stores a message for later transmission when detecting the
beacon.
The closet works to ours are in [16, 17] where many

vehicles collect their congestion indices [16] or travel-
ling times [17] on road segments and return them to a
single-source vehicle to determine the path with shortest
travelling time or least traffic congestion to a destination.
Essentially, a source vehicle specifies routes of interest and
broadcasts a query message. Each node in the routes of
interest rebroadcasts the query at most once and keeps
the reverse path entry to its immediate query sender. Each
node then unicasts its congestion index or traveling time
over the current road segment back to the source vehicle.
So, the source vehicle can estimate the average congestion
index or average travelling time of individual road seg-
ments and determine the best path. In [16], a node also
caches the congestion index in a received unicast response
message to prevent unnecessary rebroadcasts. Since all
nodes must return the information directly to the source,
the amount of overheads and collisions can become sig-
nificant especially under a lots of query sessions or user
traffic.

2.3 Discussion
Table 1 compares the protocols discussed previously in
terms of the forwarding strategy, the number of mes-
sages used per hop, the simulated scenarios, and the
assumptions. Most protocols are designed for dissemi-
nating information except [16, 17], which are designed
to collect information. For the forwarding strategy, most
protocols are distanced based in the sense that the wait-
ing time before rebroadcasting is inversely proportional to
the distance or the number of slots from the sender. For
probabilistic rebroadcasting, the probability of rebroad-
casting can be computed from the node speed [13], the
distance from the sender [7, 8], and the node density [8].
PREDAT [14] also uses a probabilistic rebroadcast after
the node has experienced a disconnected network. For
the number of messages transmitted per hop, a major-
ity of the protocols uses a single broadcast message, with
IVG [9] and DRG [10] detecting rebroadcast by over-
hearing. Two messages per hop consisting of a broad-
cast message and a unicast reply are used by [16, 17],
three messages per hop with periodic beacons are used
in [11], and four messages per hop are used in [4, 5]
but all of them are broadcast. Interestingly, all works
except [4, 6, 11, 17] evaluate the performance only in a
single query session and in a small network environment.
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Table 1 A comparison of data dissemination protocols for VANETs

Forwarding strategy Messages per hop Simulated scenarios Assumptions

Protocol Probabilistic Distance Straight road Intersection Multi-sessions GPS Map RSU

SAB [13] � One (broadcast) �
Weighted p-persistence [7] � One (broadcast) � �
Slotted 1-persistence [7] � One (broadcast) � �
IF [8] � � One (broadcast) � �
PREDAT [14] � � One (broadcast + periodic beacons) � � � �
DRIVE [15] � One (broadcast) � � � �
DOT [12] � One (broadcast + periodic beacons) � �
IVG [9] � One (broadcast, with rebroadcast overhearing) � �
DRG [10] � One (broadcast, with rebroadcast overhearing) � � �
EDB [6] � Two (broadcast request, ack) � � � �
TSM [11] � Three (broadcast + periodic beacons) � � �
UMB [4] � Four (broadcast RTS, CTS, data, ack) � � � � �
SB [5] Four (broadcast RTS, CTS, data, ack) � �
Route finding [17] � Two (broadcast request, unicast reply) � � � �
Geocache [16] � Two (broadcast request, unicast reply) � � �
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As such, their performances under a high network col-
lision as well as a large network need an investigation.
The assumptions indicate whether a GPS device, a dig-
ital roadmap, or a road-side unit (RSU) is used in the
protocols.
In the context of the road traffic collecting problem,

the major issue that has not been sufficiently addressed
by existing broadcasting and geocasting protocols is the
reliable delivery of a message. Even though most of
them are designed to avoid simultaneous broadcast trans-
missions by applying the waiting delay before rebroad-
casting, the broadcast message reception can fail due
to the hidden node problem. The sender can repeat
its broadcast message if it does not hear a rebroad-
cast by another node as in IVG [9] and DRG [10],
or if it does not receive an acknowledgement as in
EDB [6], Geocache [16], and the work in [17]. UMB
[4] and SB [5] use four messages in each hop, includ-
ing the probe message, the probe acknowledgement, the
data message, and the data acknowledgement, all of
which are broadcast. Nevertheless, the broadcast sender
may not hear the rebroadcast message or the acknowl-
edgement because of a collision such that it could
end up repeating the broadcast of the same message
many times. Also, the larger the broadcast message,
the more collisions it suffers when the network load
increases. Our proposed protocol in the next section
is designed to effectively disseminate a query message
in a road network with intersections and in the pres-
ence of collisions. The proposed protocol broadcasts only
a small probe message to increase the chance of suc-
cessful reception of potential next rebroadcast nodes
and a data message is then unicast. The protocol uses
unicasting based on the RTS/CTS mechanism so that
message collisions from the hidden node problem are
alleviated.

3 Road traffic collecting (RTC) protocol
3.1 Model
We consider a city-environment VANET application
whose goal is to enable a source vehicle to collect road
traffic congestion information such as average vehicle
speeds on road segments along one or more routes
from itself to a specified destination location. The fol-
lowing information is assumed known to each node—its
position and velocity, and the road network topol-
ogy with detailed road segments and intersections. All
nodes have the same transmission range, and each node
can communicate with those within its transmission
range.
The concept of zone of query, based on zone

of forwarding (ZoF) in [18], is defined below for
the purpose of query dissemination over routes of
interest.

Definition 1 (Zone of query (ZoQ)). Let Ls = (xs, ys)
be the coordinate of the source node location and Ld =
(xd, yd) be the coordinate of destination location. Define
d(Ls,Ld) = √

(xs − xd)2 + (ys − yd)2 as the euclidean dis-
tance between Ls and Ld, and xc = (xs + xd)/2, yc = (ys +
yd)/2. Then, the zone of query is defined by Z(Ls,Ld, δ) =
{(x, y) | √

(x − xc)2 + (y − yc)2 < (1 + δ)
d(Ls,Ld)

2 }, where δ

is called the ZoQ extension factor.

An example of ZoQ is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
ZoQ extension factor allows queries to propagate on
roundabout routes that possibly have a lower road traffic
congestion. Given the locations of the source node and the
destination, each node in the network can determine the
ZoQ of the query and decides if it should involve in the
query forwarding.
The road network is modelled by a directed graph where

a vertex u represents an intersection or a junction, and an
edge e = (u, v) represents a road segment, with u being
the emanating vertex of e and v being the incident vertex
of e.
For a given ZoQ Z(Ls,Ld, δ), we define a subgraph

G(Z) = (V(Z), E(Z)) from the road network graph
derived from a ZoQ. V(Z) is the set of vertices whose
coordinates are in Z(Ls,Ld, δ) and E(Z) = {(u, v) | u, v ∈
V(Z)}. Because it is wasteful of resources and unnecessary
to collect road traffic information in all road segments in
G(Z), the road traffic information collecting is restricted
to segments on a few shortest paths on G(Z), referred to
as target road segments. This approach enables the use
of source routing to prevent routing loops and limits the
amount of packets. The effectiveness of our proposed data

Fig. 1 Zone of query. For a given source node at Ls and destination at
Ld , the ZoQ is a circular area whose diameter D is d(Ls ,Ld) scaled by
(1 + δ) to allow roundabout routes. Nodes outside a ZoQ ignore a
query
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collecting protocol is evaluated by the amount of target
road segment coverage and the time taken to reach a high
percentage of target road segments.
We propose the RTC protocol to collect road traffic

information on target road segments from a source node
to a destination location. The key operation of the RTC
protocol is query dissemination, which spreads copies
of the query message to collect road traffic information
on the target road segments. Once the query message
has reached the destination location, the closet nodes
to the destination location returns the query message to
the source node. Query dissemination and query reply
operations in RTC are described next.

3.2 Query dissemination
Our query dissemination extends upon the most forward-
routing technique [6, 7, 19] to improve a message delivery
reliability along a ZoQ. Initially, the source node creates a
traffic collecting (TC) message for a selected destination
location that contains the following information:

• Source node id Sid .
• Query sequence number Sn.
• Coordinate of the source node Ls = (xs, ys) and the

coordinate of destination location Ld = (xd, yd).
• Set of target road segments ET .
• Set of 0–1 flag variables F = {Fe}, e = 1, 2, . . . , |ET |

to indicate whether the query has been over road
segment e ∈ ET .

• Road traffic information: a set of tuples I = {(vj,Lj)}
of all nodes j that forwards this TC message, where vj
is the velocity of node j and Lj is the position of node
j when receiving the TC message from the previous
forwarding node. This set is initially empty and grows
as the query is forward in the network.

The triplet 〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉 forms a unique identifier of the
query session, enabling duplicate query detection. The
source node first initializes itself as the current forward-
ing node of the query session and performs a single-hop
broadcast1 of a neighbor probing (NP) message to find
the next forwarding node. The NP message contains all
items in the TC message except road traffic information
{(vj,Lj)}.
The steps for query initiation are given in Algorithm 1

below. If the source cannot find the next forwarding node,
the query is declared failed. Otherwise, the source waits
for a predefined time period to gather information in
query reply messages.

3.2.1 Selection of next forwarding node
After broadcasting the NP message, the current forward-
ing node waits for acknowledgement from its neigh-
bors within a timeout period Tnp and retries for a few
times with a back-off period if no acknowledgement was

Algorithm 1QueryInitiation (Ld)
1: Source node s with location Ls
2: Determine all road segments ET on n shortest paths

from its location and Ld.
3: Randomly generate Sn
4: I ← {φ}
5: F ← {0}
6: status = NextForwardSelection(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉, Ls, ET ,F ,

I)
7: if status == false then
8: Return query failure
9: while Session 〈Sid , Sn,Ld〉 is active do

10: for each Query Reply message for session
〈Sid , Sn,Ld〉 received do

11: Gather traffic information in the message

received. The current forwarding node unicasts the TC
message to a neighbor whose acknowledge is received
first, which becomes the next forwarding node. For all
subsequent acknowledgements received, the current for-
warding node sends back the TC message only if the
acknowledgement comes from the first forwarding node
selected.
The situation becomes complicated when the query

approaches an intersection as several next forwarding
nodes can be expected based on the target road segments.
If the current forwarding node is near an intersection,
nodes from different road segments may acknowledge
and the TC message can be passed to several next for-
warding nodes. Consider the situation in Fig. 2 where
N1 on road segment A is the current forwarding node
with N2 (road segment A) and N4 (road segment C) in
its communication range but not N3 (road segment B).
In this case, N1 will receive acknowledgement of the NP
message from both N2 and N4 but not from N3. The
rule is that N1 must return the TC message to nodes
in the other road segments with the corresponding flag
variable Fi in the TC message set to one to indicate
that the current road segment has already been visited.
N1 must also return the TC message to N2 which is
the node in the same road segment. If N1 ignores the
acknowledgement from N2, the query will not be able
to reach N3 because it is out of N1’s communication
range. When N2 subsequently broadcasts an NP mes-
sage, N4 will see this NP message as a duplicate and
just ignores it while N3 will acknowledge the NP mes-
sage.
The steps for the next forwarding node selection are

given in Algorithm 2 below. The current forwarding node
includes the set of target road segments ET and the set
of corresponding flag variable F to indicate segments
with traffic information already collected. The number
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of retries before giving up is set to 6. Only the first
NP acknowledgement message from each different seg-
ment will trigger the TC message transmission, so does
acknowledgements coming from nodes to which TCmes-
sages have already been sent.

Algorithm 2 NextForwardSelection (〈Sid , Sn,Ld〉, ET , Ls,
F , I)
1: Current node i with location Li
2: NF ← {φ}
3: Nb ← 1
4: Broadcast NPmsg(〈Sid, Sn, Ld〉, Li, ET , F )
5: Start NPack timer for Tnp seconds.
6: while Session 〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉 is active do
7:
8: Event: NPack timer expires
9: if Nb + 1 < 6 then

10: Broadcast NPmsg(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉, ET ,F)

11: Nb ← Nb + 1
12: Start NPack timer for Tnp seconds.
13: else
14: Return false
15:
16: Event: Receive NPack from neighbor n
17: Cancel NPack timer
18: if (n is not in the same road segment as nodes in

NF ) ∨
19: (n ∈ NF)) then
20: NF ← NF ∪ {n}
21: if n is from a different road segment than node

i then
22: Set flag F of the current road segment
23: I ← I ∪ {(vi,Li)}
24: Unicast TCmsg(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉, ET , F , I) to n

3.2.2 Response to neighbor probingmessage
How nodes acknowledge the NP message is critical to the
query dissemination because it controls how queries are
spread to different road segments in the network. A node
is eligible to acknowledge the NP message if none of the
following conditions is met:

Non-target road segments. The node locates in a road
segment e /∈ ET . This condition ensures that the query will
be disseminated only in the target road segments.
Already visited road segments. The node is on one of the
already visited road segments listed in the NP message.
Duplicate query. The NP message is for the query session
〈Sid , Sn,Ld〉 that matches one of those in its cache. That is,
the node has seen this query message before.

Fig. 2 Example when the query approaches an intersection as several
next forwarding nodes can be expected. Vehicle N2 and N4 are
selected as the next forwarding nodes by N1. Vehicle N3 is selected as
the next forwarding node by N2 in a later NP message broadcast

Not closer position. The current forwarding node is on
the same road segment as itself and is closer to the des-
tination location. For example, two nodes behind node
S with the same moving direction as S in Fig. 3a will
not respond to the NP message because the current for-
warding node is closer to the destination location than
themselves.
Opposite lane. The node moves in the opposite direction
to the current forwarding node. For example, nodes N3,
N4, N5, and N6 in Fig. 3a do not respond to the NP mes-
sage from node S. In Fig. 3b, nodes N4 − N10 do not
respond to the NP message.

To achieve the most forward-routing behavior in query
dissemination, each eligible node to acknowledge the NP
message waits for the delay tw inversely proportional to
its distance from the current forwarding node before
returning acknowledgement:

Tw =
(
1 − d

R

)
· Tmax (1)

where Tmax is the maximum delay time or the neighbor
response timeout, d is distance to the current forwarding
node, and R is the transmission range. Because a more dis-
tant neighbor has a shorter waiting time, it should return
the acknowledgement message earlier and be selected as
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Fig. 3 Different scenarios for nodes to return acknowledgement for the NP message. a Only N1 and N2 return acknowledgement to the NP message
from S. b N1 − N3 are selected as the next forwarding nodes in other segments when the query reaches the intersection. Nodes in segments B, D, F,
and G do not respond to the NP message from S

the next forwarding node. It will then receive the TC
message from the current forwarding node.
Other neighboring nodes in the same road segment

overhearing the ACK message cancel their ACK trans-
mission if they are still in the waiting duration. If their
ACK messages have already been queued in the MAC
layer, they will eventually be transmitted but ignored by
the current forwarding node. When a node receives the
TC message or overhears the ACK message of others,
it caches the query identifier 〈Sid , Sn,Ld〉 so that fur-
ther NP messages for this query session are treated as
duplicates.

3.2.3 Query reply
Query replying is initiated when the current for-
warding node is closet to the destination location
or the query cannot go further due to a discon-
nected path. Essentially, the query reply (QR)
message contains traffic information collected
in the received TC message. The current for-
warding node knows that it is the closet node to
the destination location if the destination loca-
tion is within its transmission range and there is
no acknowledgement for the NP message. The
network disconnection is concluded if the destination
location is not in the transmission range and no acknowl-
edgement is received after a number of NP message
retransmissions.

When the node decides that it should return the QR
message based on the above two conditions, the road seg-
ments marked in the received TC message are used to
form the returning route to the source node. Most for-
ward routing similar to the query dissemination is used
except that intermediate nodes not on road segments in
the returning route do not participate in the routing. Note
that the source node can receive multiple QR messages
for each query it has initiated because the query traverses
multiple routes to the destination. For each QR message
received, the source node will obtain road traffic infor-
mation on more target road segments. We will show later
in the simulation that the source node may terminate the
query session either after a few seconds or around ten or
more QR messages have been received.
The details of message handling in RTC protocol are

given in Algorithm 3 below. All nodes must execute
RTCMessageHandling in the background to handle
NP messages. The cache C to keep track of sessions
the node has seen is initially empty. A node receiving
an NP message may acknowledge several times in case
the NP message sender did not receive acknowledgement
due to channel collision and rebroadcast the NP mes-
sage. If the node is chosen as the next forwarding node,
it executes NextForwardSelection() to continue to
query dissemination. It will return the query reply mes-
sage to the query source if it fails to find a next forwarding
node.
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Algorithm 3 RTCMessageHandling
1: Current node i with velocity vi and location Li
2: C ← {φ}
3: while true do
4: Event: Receive NPmsg(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉, Lm, ET , F )

from nodem
5: ifNPack(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉) has already been returned to

nodem then
6: Return NPack(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉) to nodem
7: else if (Li /∈ ZoQ)∨ (dist(Lm,Ld)< dist(Li,Ld))∨
8: (〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉 ∈ C) then
9: Ignore NPmsg and continue

10: else
11: Set TCmsg timer for Tw seconds
12: C ← 〈Sid , Sn,Ld〉
13:
14: Event: TCmsg timer expires
15: Return NPack(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉) to nodem
16:
17: Event: Observe NPack(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉) from other

node n′
18: if n′ is from the same road segment then
19: Cancel TCmsg timer
20:
21: Event: Receive TCmsg(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉, ET , F , I) from

nodem
22: if 1st TCmsg from nodem then
23: status = NextForwardSelection(〈Sid, Sn,Ld〉,

Li, ET , F , I)
24: if status == false then
25: Return QRmsg for session 〈Sid , Sn,Ld〉
26:

4 Performance evaluation
4.1 Simulation model
The proposed RTC protocol is evaluated by simulation
written in OMNet++ version 4.5 with INET framework
version 2.4. For the sake of compatibility to INET frame-
work, Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) version
0.15.0 and Vehicle in Network Simulation (Veins) for
INET framework are used to create the road topology and
vehicle mobility. All nodes have the same transmission
power of 2 mW with IEEE802.11g interface. The two-ray
ground propagation model with the path-loss exponent
4.0 is used. These parameters result in the node transmis-
sion range of 153.4 m.We slightly modified theMAC layer
to make a node overhear a unicast acknowledgement to
the NP message of other nodes so that it can cancel its
acknowledgement during the query dissemination phase.
For each query session, one vehicle is randomly cho-

sen as the source node and one intersection is randomly
chosen as the destination location, where the source node

and the destination location are forced to be in different
road segments. Each source node initiates the query and
waits for its own query reply messages. The simulation
terminates when no neighbor probing or traffic collecting
message exists in the network.
The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2.

Both static node and mobile node scenarios are consid-
ered. The static node scenario with a single query source
aims to verify the protocol correctness in an ideal situation
where the network is connected. The mobility parameters
are set based on an experiment in [20] that studies fuel
consumption, average speed, average acceleration, and
average deceleration of vehicles in Bangkok, Thailand.
The following performance measures are considered:

• Percentage of target road segment coverage: The
ratio of the number of road segments traversed by the
query message of the RTC protocol and the total
number of target road segments ET .

• Query response time: The time taken from the query
message has been sent by a source until the time of the
last query reply message received by the source node.

4.2 Experimental setup
We are interested in the RTC performance under a con-
nected network and how the protocol scales in a large
network. Therefore, the effects of the following factors
are studied—the network size, the node density, and the
number of query sessions. The setting of each factor is
described below.

Table 2 Simulation parameters

RTC protocol parameters

Neighbor’s response timeout (Tnp) 10 ms

Number of NP message retries 6

δ for ZoQ 0.2

Number of shortest paths in ZoQ 5

Network parameters

Transmission power 2 mW

Path-loss model Two-ray ground model

with path-loss

exponent 4.0

Network topology 4 × 42 and 8 × 82

Mobility parameters

Maximum vehicle speed 17.7 km/h

Vehicle acceleration 0.674 m/s2

Vehicle deceleration −0.687 m/s2

Vehicle length 5 m

Minimum gap between vehicle 2.5 m

Car-following model SUMOKrauß
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Network size. Two sizes of a grid network are used—4 ×
4 km2 (small network) and 8 × 8 km2 (large network) as
shown in Fig. 4. Each road segment is 1 km long and has
four lanes, two in each direction.
Node density. With a 1-km road segment and the node
transmission range of 153.4 m (computed from the trans-
mission power and the path-loss model), the node density
should be greater than 1000

153.4 = 6.5 vehicles/km/lane. To
be conservative, the range of node density is set between
10 and 25 vehicles/km/lane, or equivalently to 40 and 100
vehicles/km for a 4-lane road segment. From the node
density, the total number of vehicles is computed and
OMNet++ uses SUMO to evenly distribute vehicles over
the road network so that the network is connected under
a static scenario. The total number of vehicles ranges from
1600 to 4000 in the 4 × 4 grid network and from 5760 to
14,400 in the 8 × 8 grid network. SUMO has a built-in
mechanism to prevent nodes from being placed too close
to each other depending on the node velocity parameter.
Number of query sessions. Formultiple query sessions, we
attempt to place query sources throughput in the network
by allowing only one source node in each segment. In
each query session, the source node and the destination

location are randomly placed in the road network with the
condition that they must be in different segments. This
source and destination placement yields the average route
distance of 15.8 and 18.1 km in the 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 net-
works, respectively.With the network topology simulated,
the 4 × 4 grid network allows at most 40 query sessions
while the 8×8 grid network allows at most 144 query ses-
sions. So, we set the number of query sessions to 1, 10,
and 20 in the small network and 18, 36, and 54 in the large
network.

The simulation of each factor level combination
described above is repeated for five runs, and the aver-
age of performance measures is computed with 95 %
confidence interval shown whenever possible.

4.3 Simulation results
Static node scenario. The percentage of target road seg-
ment coverage versus the vehicle density is shown in
Fig. 5a. At a single query session, RTC can collect traf-
fic information of all road segments with no NP message
acknowledgement timeout. At 10 and 20 query sessions
in the small network, the percentage of road segment

Fig. 4 A simulated network size. a Small grid network (4 × 4 km2). b Large grid network (8 × 8 km2)
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Fig. 5 Simulation results for static node scenario. a Average percentage of target road segment coverage, b average number of NP message
acknowledgement timeouts, and c average query response time
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coverage drops from 97 to 85 % irrespective of the num-
ber of query sessions, dropped to around 80 % in the large
network.
We found that unsuccessful query dissemination in

most segments occur because of the NPmessage acknowl-
edgement timeout. Because nodes are evenly placed to
guarantee the connectivity, the NP message acknowl-
edgement timeout is only caused by NP message colli-
sions among query sessions. The number of NP message
acknowledgement timeouts in Fig. 5b directly relates to
the percentage of target road segment coverage and the
number of query sessions for both small and large net-
works. As the NP messages are broadcast, they are more
susceptible to collisions than the acknowledgements and
the TC messages which are unicast. More query sessions
lead to more NP message collisions, causing nodes to give
up before the query reaches the destination location.More
vehicles also lead to more NP message collisions because
different query sessions tend to have different relay nodes
contending for the channel.
The average query response time shown in Fig. 5c is

counter-intuitive because it decreases as the node density
increases in both small and large networks. Because the
waiting time before returning the NP message acknowl-
edgement is inversely proportional to the distance from
the current forwarding node, the farthest neighbor has the
lowest waiting time. At a higher node density, there exist
nodes closer to the transmission range boundary of the
current forwarding node, resulting in a lower acknowl-
edgement delay seen by the current forwarding node. The
query response time for both small and large networks are
nearly the same because of the small difference of the aver-
age route distance of both network sizes (15.8 km for the
4 × 4 network and 18.1 km for the 8 × 8 network).
Query session termination. In the simulation, we use

global information about messages in the network to
decide when each query session ends, i.e., no message
associated with the query session exists in the network.
However, RTC itself does not have such information and
cannot indicate when to terminate the query session. Also,
it is not possible for RTC to know when the last QR mes-
sage will be returned. To deal with this issue, we examine
how the percentage of target road segment accumulates
as more QR messages are received. Figure 6 shows the
percentage of road segment coverage as more QR mes-
sages are received, where each data point is averaged
from all the node densities and the number of query
sessions simulated. Each QR message returned provides
additional information on different road segments and
hence a higher percentage of road segment coverage. Early
QR messages provide a significant amount of information
while later QR messages only provide marginal informa-
tion. Based on this result, we may terminate a query
session after 15 QR messages have been received or the

Fig. 6 Average percentage of target road segment coverage versus
number of query reply messages received by the source

desired percentage of road segment coverage, say 95 %,
has been reached. The query response time in Fig. 5c sug-
gests that the query timeout of 2.5 s would also be an
appropriate choice to terminate the query session.
Mobile node scenario. The mobile node scenario is sim-

ulated with the same set of parameters in Table 2 as the
static node scenario. As shown in Fig. 7, the node mobil-
ity apparently affects the percentage of road segment
coverage and the number of NP message acknowledge-
ment timeouts. Unlike the static node scenario where the
NP message acknowledgement timeout is only caused by
excessive message collisions because we evenly place vehi-
cles to guarantee a connected network, the NP message
acknowledgement timeout under the mobility scenario is
caused by both excessive NP message collisions and a dis-
connected network due to mobility. We found that at the
lowest vehicle density simulated (40 nodes/km), vehicles
tend to clutter at intersections and thus the network dis-
connection is more likely. As the vehicle density increases,
the network becomes more connected and hence less NP
message acknowledgement timeouts and better percent-
ages of road segment coverage. As the vehicle density gets
too high, different query sessions tend to have different
relay nodes in the query path, which induce more message
collisions.

4.4 Comparison to existing work
To demonstrate the advantage of a reliable message deliv-
ery provided by RTC, we compared RTC to DRIVE
[15], one of the recent geocasting protocols. Similar to
RTC, DRIVE can handle intersections in the network
without using periodic beacons or road-side units. How-
ever, since its operation mainly uses broadcast messages,
the comparison with DRIVE will clearly demonstrate
the advantage of providing reliable delivery in RTC. We
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Fig. 7 Simulation results for mobile node scenario. a Average percentage of target road segment coverage, b average number of NP message
acknowledgement timeouts, and c average query response time
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implement DRIVE and run it to disseminate a query mes-
sage to the destination location and compare the percent-
age of road segment coverage, the average query response
time, and the average of messages transmitted. Each set of
parameters is run for five times and the average is taken.
The simulation parameters in Table 2 are used except the
network size is a 4 × 4 grid network with node density of
80 vehicles/km and four-lane road segments. The number
of query sessions varies from 1 to 5 sessions to investigate
the effect of interfering traffic among sessions.
Figure 8a shows that RTC can cover more than 97 %

of targeted road segments for all query sessions simu-
lated while only half of the road segments can be covered
by DRIVE at five parallel query sessions. The road seg-
ment coverage by DRIVE dramatically drops when the
number of query sessions increases because DRIVE suf-
fers frommessage collisions. At one query session, DRIVE
can cover about 70 % of the targeted road segments on
the average, with a large error variance. After examining
the results, we found that at an intersection, the node in
one road segment hearing a rebroadcast from a node in
another segment will cancel its broadcast because it does
not distinguish a message from a different road segment.
Figure 8b shows the average query response time based

on the last QR message received. RTC has the average
query response time slightly increasing with the number
of query sessions, which is consistent with the number of
transmitted messages in Fig. 8c. Because the query dis-
seminations in DRIVEwere terminated before covering all
of the selected road segments, its average query response
time is much lower. Also, because DRIVE uses a single
broadcast message in each hop, the average number of
transmitted messages is much smaller at the expense of
the a less percentage of road segment coverage.

5 Conclusions
This paper proposes the RTC protocol in a vehicular ad
hoc network for traffic collection over road segments
on routes from a source node to a destination location.
The novelty of the proposed protocol lies in the message
exchange sequence to increase the chance of successful
delivery under the presence of collisions at the sender and
the receivers due to the hidden node problem. Instead of
broadcasting a relatively large message which is prone to
collisions, we use a small probe message to increase the
chance of reception in the presence of collisions. Then,
unicast transmissions for both acknowledgement and data
delivery are used to ensure that the sender is aware of the
next rebroadcast node, rather than relying on the over-
hearing of the next rebroadcast or an explicit broadcast
acknowledgement, which could be lost. The zone of query
is first defined based on the source node and destina-
tion location, and the query message is disseminated over
the zone of query to collect traffic information during

Fig. 8 Comparison of RTC and DRIVE [15] in the 4 × 4 grid network.
a Average percentage of target road segment coverage, b average
query response time based on the last QR message received, and
c number of transmitted messages
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the forward path propagation. The query message car-
rying the road traffic information will be returned by a
nearest node to the destination location. Extensive simu-
lation experiments in a large grid network of 64 km2 with
more than 50 simultaneous query sessions show that RTC
can collect around 80 % of target road segments with the
query response time bounded to a few seconds.With node
mobility, the percentage of road segment coverage varies
between 65 and 80 % for a large number of query sessions
depending on the vehicle density. It was found that at a
small vehicle density, the network disconnection caused
by nodes cluttering at intersections disrupts the protocol
operation. A mechanism to deal with network disconnec-
tion can be used to improve RTC, which is left for future
work.

Endnote
1 In the rest, the term broadcast means single-hop

broadcast unless stated otherwise.
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